INTRODUCTION
Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer electronic cash system [Nakamoto 2009 ] and a leading global open-source cryptocurrency [Kroll et al. 2013] . It uses cryptography to control the creation and transfer of money, while transactions are broadcasted as digitally signed messages to the shared public network, the 'block chain'. Bitcoins can be obtained by mining 2 or in exchange for products, services, or other currencies.
According to The Wall Street Journal [2013] , the commercial use of bitcoin still seems comparable small, mainly as a result of high and risky price volatilities. However, there are signals of traction in retail business and elsewhere, where bitcoins are increasingly accepted in transactions. While the value of all bitcoin is currently totaling about $12.5 billion, 3 and steadily increasing, news coverage in the recent months pointed towards the legitimate use of the virtual currency, its taxation and the circumstance it might support the trade of illicit goods and services [The Economist 2013] . Noteworthy, a recent breakdown of the mayor exchange platform Mt.Gox on February 25 th 2013 marked a setback for Bitcoin traders and observers.
While behavioral economics suggest that emotions can affect individual behavior and decision-making [Akerlof and Shiller 2009; Scott and Loewenstein 2010] , the microblogging platform Twitter has drawn more and more attention from different disciplines as a laboratory to study large sets of social and economic data. Particularly interesting is the influence of Twitter users and information propagation [Ye and Wu 2010] . For example, Antweiler and Frank [2004] This paper is an early approach to apply the presently known practice of Twitter sentiment analysis for the case of Bitcoin and may be among the first approaches in this field. Analyzing the Bitcoin market seems particularly interesting, as it is a global and decentralized 24-hour trading market, with tweets and other information signals that are simultaneously provided, in real-time.
METHODOLOGY
By using an automated online collector with access to the Twitter API, 4 a total of 161,200 tweets has been collected within the timeframe from November 23 rd 2013 until March 7 th 2014. 5 Queries have been updated every hour on a daily basis. According to the collector's database, the collected tweets created in sum about 300 million impressions, where impressions are the total number of times that the tweets have been delivered to Twitter streams of users. So far, it seems reasonable that even such a small proportion of captured tweets might entail multiplier effects. In order to fetch the relevant "emotional" tweets, following queries have been used: "bitcoin AND feel OR happy OR great OR love OR awesome OR lucky OR good OR sad OR bad OR upset OR unhappy OR nervous -bot" and "bitcoin AND hope OR fear OR worry". By doing so, tweets that contain the word "bitcoin" and one of the other terms (or more) could be archived. The biggest challenge for analyzing Twitter data and preventing statistical bias is undistorded data. Therefore, some data cleaning has been applied in the next step and (for example) the combinations "happy birthday" and "not bad" have not been counted for "happy" or "bad" respectively, just as repetitive bot-created content was filtered out as far as possible. As a result, four blocks of information can be pooled:
(1) sum positive tweets ( 131, 117) : Sum of tweets on Bitcoin containing positive signals (feel, happy, great, love, awesome, lucky, good).
(2) sum negative tweets ( 19, 179) : Sum of tweets on Bitcoin containing negative signals (sad, bad, upset, unhappy, nervous).
(3) sum emotions ( 150,296): Sum of positive and negative tweets.
(4) sum hopefearworry ( 10,222): Sum of tweets on Bitcoin containing signals of uncertainty (hope, fear or worry), cf. Zhang et al. [2011] .
Further, market data from the four leading Bitcoin indices was fetched, namely BitStamp, Bitfinex,
BTC-e and BTC China. 6 For each index, following price data has been considered: Open, Close, High (intraday), Low (intraday), Volume (BTC), Volume (currency), Intraday Spread (High-Low), overall
Intraday Return (Open-Close) and δ Price (Close Price day+2 -Close Price day0 ). In the following, Figure   1 , 2 and 3 visualize the data collection results: We can see that the biggest bitcoin exchange platforms (by trading volume) seem to be most sensitive for negative tweets and signals of uncertainty (sum hopefearworry) on Bitcoin. A day with a low amount of negative tweets will most likely end with a higher close price.
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It can complementary be noted that a higher ratio of positive to negative tweets (=more positive than negative tweets) is accompanied by a higher close price. 7 To the contrary, positive tweets and the sum of emotions do not seem to influence the close price of BitStamp significantly. The previously introduced sentiment signals will sequentially be tested with indicators for BitStamp, the currently biggest exchange market: Following results can be taken from Table II: (1) Emotions, especially negative tweets, positively correlate with the BitStamp trading volume. Furthermore, signals of uncertainty (hope, fear, worry) seem to support a vivid market with high trading volumes.
(2) Emotions and signals of uncertainty also fuel intraday price volatilities, such as the intraday spread, reflecting the difference between the highest and lowest intraday trading price of a Bit-Stamp bitcoin.
(3) The lower the ratio of positive to negative tweets, the higher the trading volume. This implies a balanced ratio (i.e. equilibrium) of positive and negative tweets significantly fuels trading.
(4) The more negative emotions and signals of uncertainty appear on a given trading day, the more likely is a lower close price. Mixed with signals of uncertainty, negative sentiments may be a sign of dissatisfaction or pessimism by traders (and their observers).
The current data suggests that the term of 'Nowcasting' (predicting the present) [Choi and Varian 2012] might be applicable to Bitcoin intraday market development. In order to find out more about the predictive value of Twitter sentiments for the development of the BitStamp market, another calculation will be conducted. For this purpose, we will project the BitStamp close price each -2 and +2 days into the past and future respectively, while applying a moving average for related sentiment data.
7 It may be noted that the number of positive tweets is much higher than that of negative ones, more than 10 times higher on average. So far, the assumption by [Zhang et al. 2011 ] that people prefer optimistic to pessimistic words can be confirmed. . Table IV ) but also the close price: The higher the amount of uncertainty signals, the lower the BitStamp close price within ± 2days. As far as other signals indicate, an equilibrium in the amount of positive and negative signals positively correlates with a higher close price within the next two days. Now, following results can be drawn from this paper:
(1) Intraday measurements of Twitter sentiments may contribute to determine the movement of Bitcoin close price and volume. While the predictive validity of this work is very limited, it may at least confirm the possibility of "Nowcasting".
(2) Static intraday data suggests that an equilibrium of positive and negative tweets correlates with a higher trading volume, while a higher amount of positive tweets leads to a higher close-price on average.
(3) In terms of time series and lagging effects, especially negative sentiments positively correlate with the intraday trading volume within the last 48 hours. Also, signals of uncertainty positively correlate with the trading volume within the last 48 hours. This observation can be translated as follows: When the trading volume was (and is) high, emotions fly high on Twitter. The correlation of past trading volumes with current emotions may already suggest a yet unproven causality.
(4) The positive correlation of a balanced ratio in emotional sentiments and the trading volume could designate Twitter as place that reflects the "speculative momentum" within the market.
(5) Summarizing, the microblogging platform Twitter may be interpreted as a virtual trading floor that heats up with virtual emotions and reflects market movements.
OUTLOOK
The underlying question of this early research is how far real world emotions influence real financial markets, like Bitcoin. What can be told from an analysis of the BitStamp market is that sentiments on Twitter could be a valuable source of information on a Bitcoin trading desk. While the current data of only 104 days already looks promising, a longitudinal analysis of about 6 months or more might provide a better quality of scientific expressiveness and point towards possible predictors, especially in view of the fact that we currently observe a very volatile market. Particularly, events such as the breakdown of Mt.Gox can be considered as (both internal and external) market shocks that essentially influence the considered data. Most important, the question of causality has to be considered, as it seems still a little unclear, if emotional tweets rather follow a vivid market (as suggested) or if they rather co-create it. Technically, correlations in this analysis follow the simple and assumption that the relation between variables is linear, which is hardly satisfied in the often appearing random walk of financial market movements. Here, a multivariate Granger (1969) causality test might contribute towards a model that may better identify the cause and effect relationship of Twitter sentiments and Bitcoin market indicators. Equal attention should be paid to data and sentiment quality, which is very limited in our current methodology. A better linguistic model (and equally broader queries) might contribute to more valuable information. Therefore, we cordially invite fellow researchers to keep a close eye on Twitter and the Bitcoin market and to improve the outlined approach.
